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Abstract 

This work is thought of as an introduction and invitation to simulation and is aimed at pre

senting the current status of the simulation techniques seen through requirements set by the 

manufacturing environment. It should not be seen as a complete overview of simulation tech

nologies. It just treats selected subjects, which are important for understill1ding simulation 

problems. It should connect available simulation techniques and tools with the issues arising 

in contemporary manufacturing facilities. It compares simulation methods with its competi

tion. shows the advantages and disadvantages of simulation techniques and present a wide 

scope of possible applications. As a bottom line the importance of the simulation techniques 

for developing countries is discussed. 

In general this paper should give readers a beher understanding of simulation; it should 

show that these techniques are not just computer games or "Star Wars" animation, but that 

simulation is a serious, useful and very powerful tool, which can and has to be used in the 

planning. monitoring and optimizing of contemporary manufacturing systems and processes. 
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1 Introduction 

Introduction of electronic computers caused huge changes in almost all the fields of men's 

activity and could be compared with the invention of steam machines at the tum of the 18th 

century and electric power and combustion engine on the tum of the 19th century - it started a 

new industrial revolution. In manufacturing. it began with developing and extensi\·e usage of 

computer controlled machines and manufacturing systems. The use of NC and CNC system 

induced important improvements in quality and quantity of the products. but also caused 

many new organizational problems. Machines became faster, more tlexibie and could be used 

for manufacturing of a wider range of different and more sophisticated products. At the time 

of their introduction, capabilities of new machines were far ahead of their actual utilization. 

Computer controlled machines replaced the traditional ones in job shops but the ways of 

planning and controlling of manufacturing processes stayed almost unchanged. 

The real challenge carnt: in 1970s. The oil crisis, declining demand and oversupply forced 

traditional manufacturers to search for new organi7 .. ation fom1s. The market studies showed 

that the best chances for winning over competitors and staying on the surface would have 

companies able to: 

- Produce in'short series, 

- Manufacture a \\·ide variety of product types and \·ariants. 

- Produce with short lead and delivery times. 

- 0tfer lo\ver prices than the large series manufacturers. 

- Flexibly extend and reduce manufacturing capacities in accordance with the market 

situation, 

- Flexibly extend the product palette 

- Take additional order and carry them out within a reasonable time and price frame. 

Of course the liskd requirements were in many points contradictory. The available hard

ware (machines and technologies) allowed fulfilling of all of them, hut it had to be done 

within an acceptable economic frame. Examining the ways the most competitive companies 

planed, manufactured. delivered and priced their products showed that solution could be find 

in employing Just in Time or kanban manufacturing. Interesting is that these methods were 

worked out in Japan not as means for conquering the markets. They were the only way that 

made possible st1rviving in the harsh yi:ars after the II World \Var. The.: lack of money for raw 

materials caused the necessity of keeping inventories at the minimal level and not allowing 

the production of goods, w:1ich could not he immediately delivered and paid. 

But what was possible and simple wit!1in small "family oriented'' companies was not ne

cessarily avaibhk for hierarchical structures of the most of the enterprises. Thdr organil'ation 

with the controlling instruments based on the file cabinets. manually conslructed flow-charts, 
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calculations. li'it and diagrams could not react flexibly enough to the market and manufactur

ing environment changes. 

First the dis.:>emination of computers not only in manufacturing departments. but also in 

forecasting. planning. and controlling. together with progress in simulation and data analysis 

brought foundations for the real flexible manufacturing. 

2 What is Simulation 

Simulation is an expressi1 ·n which is well known. and used by many people. at least in a 

general way. 

The Webster Unabridged Dictionary describes this term as: 

Simulation -- from Latin "simulatio", a feigning. 

I. The act of feigning: pretense. 

2. False resemblance. as though imitation. 

The Random lkmse Colh:ge Dictionary defines simulation as: 

I. The act llr process of pretending. feigning 

2. The assumption or imitation of a particular :.ippearance or form. 

Dictionary ddinitions suggest that simulation im·oh·es imitation or mimicking. giving the 

appearance or effect of some clements. It can be also taking on the characteristics of reality 

and usually inrnlves a sham ob_ject. a counterfeit. a replica. or a model. Simulation brings to 

mind the idea of pretending, or ICigning. 

These definition:; arc perhaps too general. too universal for our "technical" purposes. but 

they support the initial, hasic understanding of simulation's meaning. As a technical term. 

simulation will he defined as imitation of the behavior of a real-" or !rt !1rocess or system over 

time. By a real-world system is mean some part of the real-world, which is of interest. 

The system may he natural or artificial. in existence presently or planned for the future. For 

imitating (simulating) purposes. a model of the previous defined real-world system has to he 

developed and its hchavior under various conditions analyt.cd. 

3 Historical Scope of Simulation Techniques 

Simulation (imitation) is not a new technique. From ar:cicnt times, inventors hav~ tried to 

apply availahlc technologic~; tc depict physical a1:d even mental procc~ses. Prior to the com

puters, this necessitated applying the state-of-art in mechanical techniques. Archytas of Ta-
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rentim. Greece (c.400-350 BC) fabricated a pigeon whose movements wc:re contrvlled by a 

jet of steam or compressed air. Even more elaborated automata. including an entire mechani

cal orchestra. existed at the same lime in China. After studying and entertaining phase. inven

tors began to develop simulation systems for trade and industrial purposes. Calculating ma

chines such as Napier's Bones. the Pascaline. and the Analytical Engine of Charles Babbage 

were early efforts to simulate and extend human computational abilities. The rapid grow ot 

the United States population in the late 1890s led to developing of new machire that could 

accurate and timely handle the census data. Edmund Hollerith's creation of punch cards and 

an electronic device for interpreting the encoded information helped resolve this dilemma. 

Henry Ford. determined to sell his Model T to average Americans. especially to miliion~ 

of farmers, needed a plant that could produce his cars more effectively than his Highland Park 

facility. He believed that this problem could be solved only by employing steady flow of 

materials and half-products through a manufacturing system. 

In planning the great River Rouge plant. which displaced Highland Park in the 1920s as the 

heart of the Ford system. ford insisted on having scale models of machine tools. conveyors, 

windows, pillars. and floor space. sc that these could be moved aroand to test ideas about 

productilm. Between 1922 and 1926 he and his engineers designed and had constructed at the 

Rouge site a coke:-o\·cn plant. a foundry. a cement plant. an open-heart steel plant. a motor

assembly building. and se\·eral other plants. which built one of the ffjSt important industrial 

complexes of its day. 

The huge net of facilities at Highland Park and Ri,·er Rouge with well organized. simula

tion-tc::ted manufacturing allowed cost and time cffe.::ti\·e mass-production of the Model T. In 

the five succeeding y~ars of increasing production efficiency and savings. h'! cut the price of 

the basis car from $900 lo $440, wdi below the pricc of the nearest comparable au:omobilc. 

The average monthly number of unfilled orders grew to almost sixty thousand. In that time 

the Ford company had a fifty-five-percent shan~ of the automobile mari<et and production of 

the Model T climbed to two million cars and trucks a year. 

Fig. I 
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Simulation of the complex missile trajectories \WS the main reason for developing the first 

computers. Development. which in the next few years brought immense change in all the 

fields of social and industrial lite - c..tled the 3rd Industrial Revolution which opened the in

fom1ation age. It could be said that all the chips used in almost all present day products from 

washing machine through CNC tool machines, telecommunication systems to space shuttles 

are the direct descendants of hunger for a capable simulation tool. 

4 Classification of Simulation Methods 

Yo bring better understanding of the simulation terminology and to narrow down the 

meaning of this term as it will be used in this paper the following distinctions should be dis

cussed: 

dynamic vs. static simulation 

space behavior vs. logical relationships simulation 

discrete vs. continuous simulation. 

Dynamic simulation describes the behavior of a system of interest over time. Using this 

type of simulation, changes occurring in the model can be observed as they take place in dif

ferent points of time. To this group belongs majority of simulation oriented solutions like 

flight simulators. war games. weather forecasts, robot movement, collision analysis, manufac

turing processes, transportation systems, etc. Fig. 2 

SrmfC(' P11t~W..cr C"n IN 

Fig. 2 
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Static simulation describes the status of a system at a given point of time, and represents a 

marginal part of simulation field. For the static characteristics of this family of solutions the 

predicate "simulation" is seldom used. To this class of the applications belong CAD systems, 

urbm and building planning. interior design. architectur:d modeling. and many similar cases. 

where time related behavior has no meaning for the performed analysis. Fig. 3 

S.>ur.:c lrncmorion.11 flusm~• M;ochin.-s (lllM) 

Fig.3 
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Fig. 4 

Simulation of ,;pace behavior allow:; examining of 3D or 2D space relationships between 

system clements. Time is usually used as an independent variable. Studies of space behavior 

can he seen as an advanced version of dynamic simulation. For the complexity of analy1..cd 

processes and required computer power. it usually deals with reduced si7.c systems. In manu-
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facturing this kind of simulation is represented by robot navigation, rolx:>t off-line program

ming, robot or transportation system collisinn examination. assembly animation, etc. In non 

manufacturing areas examples like Spacelab or Space Schuttle simulation . .light simulation. 

war games. weather analysis. etc. can be named. Fig. 4 

Logic relationships simulation concentrates on observing mathematical, logical or causal 

relationships between system elements. Spacial relations between elements are usually treated 

as secondary issues and are not taken into account. Examples of issues being examined within 

this frame are material flow in manufacturing systems, transportation systems, decision 

games, tlow charts analysis, etc. 

Continuous simulation describes systems by means of sets of mathematical equations. 

These may be algebraic or differential, usually using time as the independent variable. It is 

often used for analyzing fluid-flow, hydraulics problems, ballistics, calculations of satellite 

orbits. description of continuous manufacturing processes {blast furnaces, retrochemical 

plants, etc.). Fig. 5 
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Fig 5 

Fig. 6 
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Discrete-event simulation describes a system in terms of logical relationships that cause 

changes of state at discrete points of time rather then continuously over time. Examples of 

such systems are: material flow in a manufacturing system, services at the gas station. opera

tion of the transportation networks. etc .. Discrete-event simulation assumes the lack of impor

tance of occurrences happening between defined time points of interest. For example, exa

mining a manufacturing systems. we like to know what happens in the system as immediately 
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consequence of a product arrival. freeing a resource and starting an operation and are not in

terested in observing status (usually a constant one) between these singular events. Fig. 6 

5 Simulation and the alternative methods. 

Simulation is just one of many means, which can support system analyses. In general, a 

given system of interest can be examined by means of: 

- Experimenting with the real system. 

- Experimenting with i.:ae physical model of th1:: system, 

- Solving a set of mathematical equation describing the system, 

- Simulating behavior of the system. 

The dependencies of the available approaches are presented at the Fig. 7 

~ 

,-System~under·~~u.dy":"1 .. ~',~{ 

------- ----Experimenting with I 
.I 

Experimenting with a 
the real system I model of th'! system 

----- ----: 

J 
I Using mathematical Using physical model ! 
; model ! 

---------- -----------
~nalytical solution fSimulation I 

Fig.7 

The simplest and the oldest method of system investigation is experimenting with the sys

tem itself. It is the natural way, hut unfortunately cannot be always used. The disadvantages 

of t.:sing a real system will he discussed later in this chapter. 

As alternative to the real system experiments. model based analysis can be employed. The 

behavior of the system is studiecl by observing the work of the model describing the whole or 

the part of the system of interests. The model of the system can be constructed as a physical 

one or as an imaginary, mathematical description of its clements. Experimenting with physi

cal model of the system of interest is the nearrst to investigating the real one. Unfortunately 
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these method can be used just for reduced tamily of issues. In most of the cases building of a 

physical model is too expensive and too complicated ~'ld the obtained data do not exactly 

represent the aspects of behavior of the system ofinteresl. 

The abstract. mathematical description of the system can be realized in two ways: 

Elements of the system and their behavior will be described in form of a set of mathemati

cal equations. The observations of the dependent variables, usually as functions of time, form 

a base for equations design. This set of methods is often referred to as Mathematical Pro

gramming. which is the most widely used method of this family. 

A compt·ter simulation model is not based on equations sei but employ other techniques to 

describe logical and causal relations among the systems elements. Analysis of the system be

havior is performed through conducting time oriented experiments and observing status of the 

selected model parameters. 

In the following parts of this chapter simulation and alternative methods will be compared, 

showing the reasons why the ranking of the simulation among the methods of system analysis 

is steadily growing. 

5.1 Simulation vs. experimenting with the real world systems 

Experimenting with the real system is the simplest and the most natural way of studying 

its behavior. As a matter of fact, simulation is just a mimicking or feigning of a given system. 

And the mimic. even the best one, stays just a mimic and can barely match the operation of 

the real system. Unfortunately experimenting with a real system is connected with some dis

advantages that in mJny cases make such examination impossible, or the obtained results in

applicahle. In the following, some disadvantages of real systt:m experimenting arc discussed. 

The real system must exist before experiments on it can be performed, whereas the ob

jective might he to desibn a system that docs not yet exist. TI1is property of real system ex

perimenting excludes these methods explicit from problems involving planning of new or 

cxlcnding of existing systems. Of course, the experimenting with a system similar to the 

pi.mncd one could be attempted; it would be not experimenting with the real system hut with 

just the approximation of the system. or its physical model. 

The system has to he available for experimenting. Even if the system docs cxi . .;t and is 

in use, then often for economic anii/or political reasons it might not be possible to interrupt its 

ongoing operations. This paper should concentrate on comparing simulation with its alterna

tives in industrial application. For this reason the classical examples like experimenting with 

(it\l I in a nudcar plant or c-cological catastrophe won't he discuc;scd. Manufacturing systems, 
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even if they exist. are seldom accessible for full scale experimenting. It is almost unimagin

able that a manufacturing line or cell would he stopped just for performing some investiga

tions. even if thes~ are aimed ~t facility er process optimi7.ation. Additionally. the lead times 

of manufacturing opemtions are usually long and in 01der to collect the necessary amount of 

data. the facility has to be out of service for at least se\'cr.il days or weeks. Most of the job 

shops arl! facing very tough competition and have to operate \\ith very thin or without any 

security nets. Stopping 1uanufacturing means losses, and these can be justified only when the 

improvements are clearly predictable. 

No time scale of the experiments. Even if the real system can be used for experimenta

tion, the lack of time scale analysis remains one of the biggest obstacles for tht> proper ex

amination of the system. In many systems, especially manufacturing ones, a system must op

erate for days or weeks before the necessary amount of data can be coilected. This reduces the 

number of alternatives which can be investigated, diminishing the chance of finding the opti

mal one. Similar proble:ns occur when the activities in an analyzed system are too fast or too 

complex. It is almost impossible to properly monitor and investigate processes in manufactur

ing of integrated circuits, where thousands of operations take place every minute. It allows 

just observation ofsome trends but not the single events. 

Unavailability of the data. Many manufacturing systems arc so complicated, that defin

ing the data which should be analyzed and preparing the instrumentation for its acquisition 

create problem for itself Selecting the data and building the monitoring system take so much 

time and can cause such costs that there is not enough letl over for the planned experimenta

tion. Add1tionaily. the monitoring clements can change the analy· .:d system so far that the 

obtained data can not be used for analyzing the behavior 0f th{' llriginal one. 

Real system experimenting despite its disadvantages has been l!sed in many cases. where 

the proper planning and predicting of the system behavior could not be reached using any 

other analytical tools. In many cases the experimenting with the real system has been replaced 

with experimenting with its physical model. It was the way Ford built his River Rouge plants; 

the elements of the Fisher-Technics allow building manufacturing facilities on the desk top 

and connecting them with the real controlling systems; the architects arc building their urban 

projects. Physical modeling was popular in manufacturing till I '>80s and created a kind of 

bridge between real system experimenting and the "real" computer simulation. Computer 

simulation, using steady improved hardware and software platforms, became ~implcr and 

cheaper and could successfully replace almost all cases of real system or real model experi

menting. At the time. real world experimenting is often used in order to ohtain the data de

s<.:ribing unique systems. This data constitute then the base for further simulation studies. 
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5.2 Simulation vs. Mathematical Modelir.g 

Elegance of the method. Mathematical Modeling is a very elegant and scientific method. 

It allows describing a system of interests as a clean set of mathematical equations. 

Generality of the solutions. Once defined a set of equations describing a system can be 

used for various sets of parameters describing the properties and number of elements of the 

system. It allows the diverse configurations of the system, as long as they are in conformity 

with the assumptions of the n:"del, to be analyzed without redesigning and reprogramming 

the base equatio1 3. 

Optimizing abilities. For the system of interest is described as a set of equations, an opti

mum for a given set of parameters 1;an be easily found. Being able to generalize the sets of 

equations and the solutions, mathematical modeling supports finding an optimum (an abso

lute one) for any valid set of conditions. It allows use of mathematical modeling for answer

ing not only simulation questions ,,What if .. .'?'". but also delivering solutions for ,,What will 

the best in .. ::· cases. This characteristic is often named as a deciding factor for employing 

mathematical modeling for solving various problems. 

High grade of abstraction. This attribute of mathematical modeling can be as well an ad

. :mtage or a disadvantage of mathematical modeling. The high grade of abstraction allows 

describing any of the problems through the same or just slightly modified equations. It means 

a high !!rade of flexibility of employed methods. hut on the other hand is very sensitive to 

changes in meaning of the parameters and their dependencies. It permits that the same set of 

equations can be manifold interpreted. allowing drawing of false conclusions and recom

mending wrong solutions. 

Reduced complexity of analyzed systems. Mathematical equations support a description 

only of a reduced set of problems. It means, that just a selected spectrum of systems can be 

adequately describ~d. their behavior observed and conclusions drawn. The complex systems 

niust be reduced to the descrihahle and solvable ones. if they arc to he analyzed by means of 

mathematical modeling. It is connected with the necessity of simplification of the problem 

and reduction of the parameters. This can often lead to inaccurate or false description and as 

result to wrong predictions of system hchav;or. Additionally a high grade of abstraction re

duces the readability of the model. imped;ng the recognition of the syntactic and semantic 

1:rrors. 

Reduced ability to describe discrete systems. Our main field of interest - the manufac

turing systems a,.e mostly discrete ones. It means th1:ir behavior has to he described hy un-
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steady function~ Additionally. the dl!pendencies between system components are also dis

crete and build a set of triggers for the 5econdary discrete processes. Such systems can be 

hardly precisely described using traditional continuous equation sets. The necessary assump

tions and approximations lead very fast to incorrect descriptions and false results. 

Low transpa!'ency and "market value" of the problem description and solutions. 

Mathematical modeling is a very scientific and sophisticated family of tools. The complex 

sets of mathematical equation very often can not be understood and interpreted without deep 

mathematical studies. For this reason these methods can be employed only be highly sophis

ticated staff of system analysrs. The end u.:ier of the analysis results. mainly the manufacturing 

engineer, usually is not able to interpret the presented description of his problem. He can 

hardly cooperate in the process of model validation and experiment design. F"or the lack of 

transparency of the problem description, it is very difficult to obtain the necessary rr.odel 

credibility and convince the end user about the results of analysis. It also can lead to misin

terpretation of the analysis goals. ways and outcomes, resulting in false conclusions and im

plementation of wrong measurements. 

6 Advantages of Simulation 

Simulation. using for i1m:stigation a computer model of system of interest combines ad

vantages of experimenting with the real system, or its physical model, with the scientific 

methods of mathematical modeling. Some of the most visible advantages represented by this 

combination ar..: presented below. 

Investigating nonexistent systems 

In simulation studies. experiments arc pcrfonncd using not the real system but just its 

model. This means that the system docs not have to exist. A model can by build based just on 

ideas, or description of the planned system. Unlike the physical modeling, where the model 

can be hardly modified or "destroyed" experimentally. computer simulation allows almost 

unlimited extendibility and modifiability oi the model. It allows relatively simple and inex

pensive testing of system design. before the first steps in its realization arc done. Experiment

ing with the imaginary system environment supports building of just imaginary system cx

t..:nsions, interfaces or environmental clements and events. 

ltealism of experiments. 

Simulation. especially the one using animation, peiforms experiments in very realistic and 

easy to understand way. It presents not only the actual status of the system in form of parame

ter values and selected statistics hut also shows in movie-similar manner reaction and inter-
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actions of the system clements. This way of analysis ailows observing and understanding of 

processes and dependencies. which arc usually not \·isible using numerical outputs. Easy to 

use results come together with the user friendly model building and experiment control ele

ments which can be understood and used by non-mathematical professionals. It allows that 

the manufacturing engineers arc able lo take an acti\'e part in simulation study. Such coop

eration results in high credibility models that can be easy \'alidated. verified and modified 

even on the job shop level. 

Conducting experiments in time-scale 

Many experiments which arc possible to carry out using real systems or processes are \'ery 

ofien too fast or too slow to make a proper observation, data collection or analysis. A com

plex process in a microprocessor with millions of operations and interactions of different 

elements takes only milliseconds. To monitor a real manufacturing system and collect an ap

propriate amount of data an analyzer needs weeks or months. Time can be compressed or 

stretched in simulation experiments. The equivalent of milliseconds and seconds in :-.:di sys

tem time can be simulated in minutes or hours on a compukr. On the other hand the equiva

lent of days. weeks, and moi1ths of real-system operation can be simulated in seconds. minu

tes or hours on a c'omputer. Such flexible handling of time scale allows in manufacturing ex

amining a large number of altemati\'es and finding an optimal one. 

Total control of experiment conditions 

In simulation experiments. C\'ery parameter describing a system of interest can be artifi

cially held constant. Such "freezing" of parameter values can not be performed in a real sys

tem. This feature allows reduction of "noise data" which do not have a direct impact on the 

experiment results, and step hy step analysis of the single correlation of the system elements. 

Additionally every variable. also an artificial one which docs not occur in a real system hut 

which has an impact on understanding and performance of simulation study. can be set up. 

monitored and collected during experiments thus improving results of the analysis. 

H.cproducihility of the experiment conditions 

In a real or imaginary system there arc two kinds of events. They arc deterministic events 

which occur in predefined conditions and at points of time and stochastic events that occur 

randomly with a given or assuml.!d distribution. Becausl.! of true randomness of events in a 

real system. it is almost impossible to repeat a real-world experiment with the same character

istics and conditions. In the artificial. mathematical world of simulation there arc no true 

random values or systems. They arc replaced by pscudorandom numbers that arc gen-.:rated 

using a given mathematical formula. Which means that they are repeatable. This feature, to

gether with the previously described possibility of freezing selected parameter values. allows 
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r.:peming the saml! experiment conditions each time focusing on differ..!nt parts of the system. 

It improves the and support cxtcnsi,·e analysis of complex systems or processes. 

lnexpensi,·e tr.1ining tool 

Since the simulation is based on teigning. mimicking of depicted systems. it can commu

nicate with the user using language of simulated syst{"m and does not require from the user a 

higher level of scientific sophistication to be properly employed. This simplifies not only the 

training of simulationists concerned with the system analysis, but also system users working 

daily \\ith th•.: real system. The rule of wide use of simulation in military tra;ning (flight 

simulators. battle field war games. etc.) can be easily adopted by manufacturing. Simulation 

offers a huge training potential as for e.g. operating of expensive and sophisticated tool ma

chines or other elements of manufacturing systems, working out break down strategies, plan

ning system maintenance, product, process or order changes, etc. Powerful computers and 

software tools using Graphical User Interfaces, multiprocessing and high resolution graphics 

deliver reality-similar conditions and very ot1en do not require other knowledge than he or 

she needs for handling of the real-system. This way, after a short introduction time, it is pos

sible to replace costly training done with real-world system or processes through simulation

b~sed training coutses. 

Simulation as a marketing and presentation tool 

Simulation is an ideal marketing tool. It usually '''orks using elements and terms from the 

system being im·cstigated. It builds a common communication ievel between the system 

analysis and the customer. On the one hand - if the study is perfom1ed together with the cli

ent, he or she can be directly inrnlved in the model and experiment development. his accep

tance of the result:. can be easily gained. On the oth.:r hand, when just the results of the study 

arc presented to him - he would he more recepti\'c to the snnulation findings than to the nu

merical description of the proposed syst...:i.1. As a result. it is much easier to sell a product or 

idea, when the client can quickly understand it and get involved in. than to win him showing 

just the flow charts. spreadsheets. 2D-drawings. etc .. which always can contain some hidden 

errors and can not be completely trusted. 

Powerful forecasting - insurance - tool 

It has hccn estimated that cnmprchcnsi,·c simulation studies designed to work out the 

characteristics of a pro1,nscd system can cost 2 percent or less of the capital outlay involved 

in building the system. For example. it might cost $50.000 or less for simulation studies de

signed to evaluate a manufacturing system involving a capital outlay of $1,000,000. In this 

sense. simulation provides inexpensive insurance against building systems that arc undcrd

esigned and so will not perform to specifications. or thal arc ovcrdcsigned and so expensively 

provide more capacity than needed. 
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7 Disadvantages of Simulation 

Along with its many ad\·antages. simulation is subject to some disadvantages. Looking at 

the disa.d\·antages that can be found in all the simulation literatun: a little bit r.10re carefully 

and meticulously. one will notice that these disadvantages are not the disadvantages of simu

lation enterprise alone. they are disadvantages (and pitfalls) of using any system. This chapter 

should be seen as a kind of polemics with "disadvantages of simulation". that can be found in 

the basic work on simulation "An Introduction to Simulation using GPSS/H" by T. J. 

Schriber. Professor and Chaim1an of Computer and Information Systems in the Graduate 

School of Business at The University of Michigan. published 1991 by John Wile:: and Sons. 

Failure to produce exact results 

Suppose a system is composed of one or more elements that are subject to random behav

ior. In a hospital system, for example. the time required by a doctor to examine a patient may 

\·ary at random. The \·arious times required by a doctor to examine patients influence the 

waiting-time experiences of others waiting to be exan1ined by the doctor. When a simulation 

is performed with a model of the system. the values of such variabl\!s as "the time a patient 

spends waiting to see th•; doctor" are recorded by the model, and the averages of these values 

are given in a postsimulation report. But the average in a sample of observed waiting times 

only provides an estimate of the expected (or long run average) time that patients must sr·~nd 

waiting to see a dClctor. In this sense. a simulation only provides estimates. not exact results. 

ISchrilier - "Introduction to Simulation ... ". 1991] 

Simulation as depiction of a given real-world system is only a feigning of behavior of that 

system. This means. it can lie in extreme cases a vt·ry reflection of the system. but it can not 

he hctter then the system itself. If a real-world system consi~ts of a set of random eYcnts. it 

can not he predictable. For e~:ample, the measurements made in hospital in month A differ 

from the measurements in the month B and it is impossible to make an exact prediction for 

month C. The randomness only of one of the system parameters is the cause of the impossi

hility or making an unequivocal description of the system. Without the exact depiction of the 

real-world system. then: can not he an cx~Kl model of it and simulation producing exact data 

describing its behavior. 

Lack of ~cncrality of rcsultli. 

Simulation results apply only to the situations that were simulated and do not lend them

selves to gcncrali1.<1tion. For example, suppose as it assumed in a manufacturing system. that 

manufacturing resources inclucic thrc<.· machines of Type A, live machines of Type B. and 

two machines of type ('. Suppose that a simulation stu<ly is performed on thi!i basis. and the 

rc~:ulting manufacturing rate is estimated. What manufacturing rate wili result if there is one 
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less Type B machine or if one of the Type B machines is replaced with another Type C ma

chine'? The results from the simulation study already performed cannot be used to answer 

these ql'estions. Instead. the model had to be modified to corres!l'>nd to tf-,ese changed con

ditions. and then simulation studies must be performed with the modi1ied models to estimate 

the resulting .nanufacturing rates. 

By the way of contract. suppose a mathematical model has been built to express in the fom1 

of an equation or equations the manufacturing rate as a function of the number of Type A. B. 

and C machines. This model could be evaluated quickly and easily for all combinations of 

Type A~ B, and C machines that might be of interest. [Schriber - "Introduction to Simula

tion ... ". 1991] 

Generali:zation in manufacturing is a very sc:nsitive problem. Through the high complexity 

of manufacturing systems and manutacturing processes, a slight change in parameters can 

have a large impact on system performance. For example, reducing a number of machines 

Type A building a bottle-neck in a sy.stt.·m •.:..u1 lead to manufacturing dis~ster. while changes 

in the overdimensioned Type B have a slight impact on system work. In this case the lack of 

generality can be seen as advantage of simulation not allowing drawing false conclusions. 

Changing number nnd kind of resources (machines) in a previously described manufacturing 

system can kad to compktcly ne\,. manufacturing configuration and can be ofti:n compli

cated. Changing a model doi:sn't ha\·.: to be so compli:x. Ddining machines as "imkpcndent'' 

modules. wi: can simply ri:place ,mi: through another. 

Mathematical modeling can seldom describe the complexity of manufacturing systems with 

all th:: dependencies not only between the machines and other hardware systems components 

but ;ilso between these elements and products that have to he produced on modeled facility. 

Additional problems arc created during description of jobs. part priorities. time dcpcndcncii:s 

and from ir followed \\·ailing queues and manufacturing sequences. 

Failure to optimize 

Simulation is used to answer the questions of the "what if' type. hut not of the "what's !he 

hest" type. In this sense, simulation is not an optimization technique. Consider the type of 

manufacturing system question posi:d e:lrlier: "What combination or prndm:t should v.e pro

duce if the objective is to maximize profit subject to the following machini:. manpower. and 

marketing consirains'?" Simulation can he used to cstimah: pro lit that \\ill result whe11 a g!wn 

combination of products is produced. That involves a "what ii" situation. In other words: 

"What if we produce this combination of products? What prolit will result?" But simulation 

cannot he used to indicate which combinati<in of products among all feasible combinations 

results in the maximum profit. This would involve a "what's the best" situation. In other 

w1mls. "What combination of products is best in the sense of maxirn::1ini:: profit?" In simula

tion. the only alternatives considered arc those that arc directly investi~ated. Simulation docs 
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not gcnerJte ~.>lution; it only evaluates those that have been proposed. lf six alternative com

binations of products are investigated. then that alternative among the six considered that 

maximizes profit can be identified. but it is quite possible that one or more of the alternatives 

not considered result in larger profits than the best of iht: six that are considered. [Schriber -

"Introduction to Simulation ... ". 1991) 

Simulation alone is not an optimizing tool but can be a part of an optimizing system. In 

our example. we are looking for optimal product combinations for a given manufacturing 

fadlity.·a simulation experiment will be conducted using as input a sequence of products to 

be made. After the experiment. input sequence together with the output parameter like system 

utilization, lead times, manufacturing costs, etc., etc. are analyzed by optimizing tool. It re

sults in gcnerat~ng a proposal on new product sequence for the next simulation experiment. 

The new experiment will be perfonned, and then the analysis. Such a loop consisting of 

simulator and analyzing (optimizing) algorithms can lead to work out at least a very good 

solution for the stated problem. Finding the real optimum for a usually \'Cry complicated 

manufacturing system is in most cases a Sisyphus task. Therefore, we would like to talk about 

a very go<'d one. a reasonable. or a satisfactory solution. If the term "optimal" is used in this 

paper than it alway-s carries in one of mentioned (a very good, reasonable. or satisfactory) 

meanmgs. 

Long lead times. 

A simulation study cannot be conducted over a weekend. Months of effort can be required 

to gather cata: build. verify. and validate models; design experiments. and evaluate and inter

pret the results. A simulation effort should be started well before the results are needed. In 

practice. unfortunately. •.he results of simulation arc usually needed "yesterday". A simulation 

study may not he authorized until the project inrnh·ing thl.! system to he simulated becomes 

of urgent !''."iority. and then there may not be adequate time to complete the study before the 

results arc needed. [Schriber- "Introduction to Simulation ... ", 19<>1] 

A simulation is a long process. It uses data describing a system. builds a model of it, per

forms a couple of experiments and analyse~ the results. For building a model. simulation pro

fessionals need a data about a modeled system. In many cases. that data is not available. The 

companies arl.! working. in many cases. based not on reliable data but very olien on the expe

rience and feeling of its staff. There is never time to do measurements. complete and marshai 

the data. The analysis of the system has to be done. logical connections and operation times 

have to be determined. All the data should be obtainahle a long time hefore the simulation 

study begins. But usually this is not the case. Searching data becomes a part of simulation 

study and prolongs the lead time of the study. Another very important factor of a simulation 

study is the cooperation with the examined system operating staff. In many C<1scs, supporting 
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the simulation team is only a side job with corre.,ponding results. It is very d!fiicult to defirae 

a simulation goal, obtain data. and check the model with the real-system if there is not ~p

propriate collaboratio11 wiih company staff. ll1rs same problem arises during analysis of 

simulation results. What is important for the comp;.my. which parameters don't match the re

ality. etc .. etc.? It is ditlicult to answer these questions being an outsider. The bottom line is 

that the long lead time is not a peculiar brand of the simulation. it is more the result of falsely 

prepared and conducted study on the part of supervisors of an examined company or systems. 

Costs for prn·riding a simulation capability 

Establishing and maintaining a simulation capability involves making a major and ongoing 

commihnent with concomitant personnel, software, hardware, training, and other support 

costs. Many smaller organizations cannot afford to maintain a simulation capability. Some 

organizations may have one or two people who work on simulation projects from time to 

time. Such people may have to be supplemented by outside consultants on occasions when 

simulation projects arc to be conducted. Other organizations may simply contract out their 

occasional simulation projects to consultants or fim1s specializing in simulation. They will 

then pay a premium to have a simulation study conducted and may wind up in a position of 

dependency and relative inflexibility if follow-on simulation efforts are required. [Schriber -

"Introduction to Simulation ... ". 1991) 

Every small or medium sized company lives in a net of dependencies. It is very rare when 

a firm is really independent. There is always a net of suppliers, dealers. contractors and sub

contractors. If a compJny wants to introduce a new product, it hires a consulting company to 

make a market research examining the chancc:s the product l'.JS. Product design is often done 

hy a specialized company which has experience in 3D-design (It's tOl) expensive to maintain 

its own staff of designers \\'ith appropriate hard- and software). Marketing campaign arc al

most always done he external marketing specialist. The: taxes and payments arc supervised hy 

external experts and lawyers. All the external companies a firm is employing to carry out jobs 

create a dependency relationship, and employing a consulting company for performing some 

simulation studies will not endanger the client situati\Hl. 

Misuse of simulation. 

There arl' many facets to a balanced. comprchcnsi\·c simulation study. As a result. a person 

should he educated in a variety of areas (e.g .. analysis of input. design of experiment. analysis 

of output) before hecoming a simulation practitioner. T11is fact ic; sometime:. ignored. how

ever, resulting in situations in which people who only know how to build simulation models 

and make runs with them <Ire c1st in the role of simulation professionals. even though their 

education and training may not have prepared them adequately for this designation or for 

these responsibilities. Such people may not he in a poc;ition t(~ .;onduct balanced and compre-
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hcnsive simula!ion studies. As a result. su~h studies may be incorrectly performed. or may be 

incomplete. or may fall short i:i other w·ays. perhaps resulting in failure ()f the simulation ef

fort. (Schriber - "Introduction to Simulation ... ". 1991] 

There is a need for understanding that simulation is not a game. it is a serious tool that can 

have a huge impact on decisions made. People are used to employ machines. and nobody 

would be set up as an operator without appr0priate knowledge and experience. Nobody will 

be hired as manager without reftrences and researches concerning his career. Why should a 

simulation tool be employed by staff without corresponding knowledge? If simulation is used 

by wrong people there could be a disaster, but the same, or similar disaster could take place if 

complicated and expensive machinery is exploited by the wrong people, or when the com

pany is directed by the wrong managers. It is not only in simulation that misuse is a disadvan

tage, it is a disadvantage in any system that could be used in right or wrong ways. 

In conclusion, simulation is not a panacea. It offers powerful advantages, but these advan

tages can only be utilized through a proper employment of this tool. Simulation has its own 

disadvantages, as every system has. Fortunately, most of the disadvantages connected with 

system performance and usefulness are diminishing in importance- with time, thanks to im

proved simulation tools. methodology, education and computer performance, and decreasing 

computing costs. On the other hand many of the disadvantages imputed to simulation alone, 

are simply shortcomings connected with false employment or the misuse of any system. 

8 Simulation Application Fields 

Defining the fields when! various simulation based techniques are used is a complicated 

task. Through defining simulation as imitating, this term can be used for almost all the activi

ties man or a system is involved m. Reading a book we imagine (simulate) in our mind the 

scenarios described there. Going to the movies or \'/atching TV, we live lives of screen char

acters. feeling their loves. problems, stresses and thrills. p~;losophically, it could be said that 

we arc simulating our lives in a simulated world. 

In technique and science the scope of simulation use is very wide and is steady growing. 

This expansion is caused by increasing complexity of faced problems. that can hardly be 

solved using other means. Additionally progress in both: hardware and software fields make 

simulation tools more powerful, flexible and user friendly. Table I presented some of the 

fields where simulation techniques arc wide used. 
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1. Aerospace - military - undersea 
Space system rcliability 
War games I Strategies 
Search and rescue strategics 
Space defonse system 
Combat \'chicle trnining 
Radar and communication 
Navigation systems 
Undersea vehicles 
Weather 

2. Health Care 
Health care planning 
Organ transplantation strategies 
.L>isease control strategies 
Hospital admissions 
Diet management 
Patient tlO\v 

3. U rban-so.:ial 
Emergency-response vehicle location 
Traffic lights 
Mass transportation systems 
Air pollution control 
Air traffic control 
Urban devdopment and dynamics 

-t. Services and communication 
Fast food facilities and nets 
Lo..:JI Arca Networks 
Supermarket planning 
Telephone systems 
I lighway toll collection 
Communication networks 
Airport networks 

5. Politic and administration 
Political redistrictin~ 
Economic condition 
Portfolio management 
Insurance and risk management 
l.ahor planning 

6. Industrial 
Facility planning 
Manufacturing optimizing 
Rcp;1ir and maintenance schcdulinµ 
Machine and tools monitorin~ 
Quality control 

Equipment replacement policies 
Armed forces recruiting strategies 
Equipment distribution 
Satellite positioning 
Flight simulators 
Ballistics and missile systems 
Undersea cable de\'elopment 
Target Iocalimtion 

Erne'"gency room <icsign 
Hospital staffing 
Drug interaction control policies 
Blood bank management 
Ambulance crew scheduling 
Emergency situation planning 

Garbage collection routings 
Educational planning (sch;:)Ols. buses) 
Population pl;inning 
Weather 
Airport Jnd its em·ironment design 

Fleet scheduling 
Harbor planning 
Bank teller scheduling 
Facility loc~llion and environment 
Parcel Scn·icc 
Telephone switching 
Freeway traffic 

Political campaign strategics 
Busirn:ss games 
Auditing strategics 
Ncgnt iation strategics 

Process scheduling 
I nvcntory manage111c111 
Distrihution channels design 
Process and product safety testing 
Staff schedulinµ 

Page 21 
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Robots collision examination 
on:1ine progrnmming 
Control system design 

7. Product design 

Staff training 
Power plant emergency strntegies 
Robot na,·igation 

Engine design Nuclear and power plants 
Computtr networks Product design 
Product testing Design adaptation 
Computer and Integrated Circuit (IC) design 

8. Educ.ation and Science 
Heat and mass transfer 
Hydraulics 
Cardiovascular systems 
Sonar systems 
Soil and water systems 
Chemical processes 
Training 

System dynamics 
Cell grow simulation 
Genetic 
Isotope separ.ition 
Vibration 
Propulsion systems 
Educational simulators 
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Table I. 

The use of simulation is not restricted to the classes showed in Table I. This table should 

just demonstrate the versatility of simulation and the possible range of applications and al

though suggestive, is by no means exhaustive. 

9 Simulation in Manufacturing 

With the growing importance of simulation in almost all the fields of the man's activities it 

became also an integral part of manufacturing enterprises. Four main factors could be named 

as reasons for such rapid grow and omnipresence of simulation based tools: 

- The scope of the faced problems overgrows possibilities offered by traditional plan

ning and analyzi1 .: tools. 

- Thi! steady growing sophistication and sinking price of the offered simulation pack

ages and computer systems allows for access and utilization of these tools also for 

small and medium sizl! companies. 

- Generational changes in manufacturing created a new class of engineers not restricted 

to purely mechanical solutions and willing and accustomed to use computer based 

tools. 

- The growing competitiveness forced manufacturing companies into quick. flexible 

and economically acCl'ptablc re.;ponses to the market changes. 
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As result. the following areas emerged. where simulation became an integrated part of the 

facility lite ~yde: 

- Planning of the new manufacturing facilities 

- Planning of the manufacturing processes 

- Extending and optimizing cf existing manufacturing systems 

- Monitoring of the manufacturing processes 

- Product design (CAD), 

- Robots controlling 

This study is aimed at discussing of tools for analysis of manufacturing lc.;gistics. For this 

reason just the first four of the above listed fields will be discussed. Computer Aided Design 

and robot controlling represent quite different approach to manufacturing and simulation 

methodology and should be presented in a distinct paper. 

9.1 Simulation in facility planning 

Facility planning was the first family of applications. where simulati,m techniques were 

wide employed and for which the first commercial simulation systems were developed. In 

facility planning the simulationist assumes that a defined set of workpieces - described 

through manufacturing processes and a defined demand (number of parts to be produced in a 

giYen period) is giYen and treated as a constant. As a goal of a simulation study. the working 

out of a manufacturing system layout is defined. A layout containing detailed description of 

machines. transport systems and their positions, tools. calendar. shifts, required staff. etc. The 

number of \"ariables, a system analyst is working with. is relative small. simulation runs arc 

usually long, and the changes of the model parameters docs not require extensive user ir.ter

acllon. Facility planning usually takes place far from the job shop lloor and is performed by 

people already used to working with computers and sophisticated mathematical methods. 

Such configuration allowed in the past a contlictless employment, initially difficult to under

stand and to handle simulation tools. Industrial engineers were just confronted with the ri:.~

suhs of the studies and were not directly involved in a simulation process. It cau~ed that com

fortahle user interfaces wcic not seen as one of the most important features. The growing 

popularity of simulation studies caused firms to try to carry them out on their own. employing 

not external experts hut company staff. This has hrought a new hreed of simulation systems. 

making extensive use of graphical user interfaces. animation and languages of the prohlcms 

to solve. New simulation system "talks" with the analyst using his terms like shift. machine. 

operation, breakdown, maintenance, off-shift, etc. These communication rules arc employed 

not only to model huilding and conducting of experiments. They arc also applied to all the 

communication. optimil'.ation and analysis modules, allowing work with the simulation tools 

without necessity of additional theoretical studies. The concurrent developments done in 
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hardware design allow comfortable 1 forming of extensive simulation stuJies with on line 

data base. optimizer or extemai interfaces even on Personal Computers. 

9.2 S~riulation in process planning 

The way the simulation is used in process planning is in general very similar to its appli

cation in facility planning. While in facility planning the goal is defined as working out a fa

cility layout taking as given the processes and the manufacturing objectives; in process plan

ning various process alternatives are analp.ed assuming that the facility shape and the manu

fa.:turing objectives stay cons!;mt. TI1is change of the perspective brought about a rapid in

crease in number of variable system clements (the number of parts, number of manufacturing 

processes, number of singular operations, etc.). Their frequent changes caused a sophisticated 

system interface to become an urgent necessity. The already implemented user friendly inter

faces had to be extended by interfaces to. data bases, MRP (MRP II) and data collection sys

tem, improving not only the handling of the experiments but also the analysis speed. 

9.3 Simulation in dynamic optimizing of existing manufacturing systems 

The employing of simulation tools in process planning was for sure an important step into 

ex~ending the range of simulation application but was still embedded in large series manufac

turing. Like in the facility planning where simulation was just used once for settle layout of 

analyzed manufacturing systems: process planing employed simulation once for defining 

suitable configuration of the manufacturing processes. Once implemented, the system of in

terest had heen seldom reanalyzed and changed. The sluggishness of the traditional large se

ries manufacturing caused that the changes were not only too complicated to implement but 

were also co11nected with huge expenses. 

The introduction of short series manufacturing with the wide product diversity, low inven

tories, short lead and delivery times has also brought a new requirements and new .:iuality in 

the field of simulation. The changes in product demand should cause an almost instant adap

tation of the manufacturing environment. Adaptation that comprises introduction of new 

product, dynamic adj1Jstmc:nt of manufacturing capacities. on-line design of new processes 

and manufacturing plans. etc. The traditional methods of manufacturing planning and con

trolling were not able to deliver appropriate solutions for that type of environmental condi

tions. A rcmcJy can he found in employing the new genera:ion of simulation based systems. 

The already exiting features of graphical user interfaces. animation and connection with tl-.e 

other manufacturing systems prepared for extensive facility and process planning could he 

used as a hase for more dynamic and sophisticated purposes. Embedded in JIT planning and 

controlling system. simulation lost its independent. local character. 
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One of such employment of simulation methods is in intelligent schedulers. even if the 

word simulation is not emphasized. An intelligent scheduler takes as input the facility equip

ment. personnel. inventories. processes, orders. shifts. delivery terms and generate quickly 

and more of less automatically detailed plans for the future manufacturing. Simulation is the 

engine taking data from the data base. files or on-line interfaces. foeding the model. 

"manufacturing" the defined amounts of products, "delivering" them and analyzing the out

puts. The most advanced schedulers are extended through optimizing elements. The scheduler 

answers not just the simple question .,what if?" It combines a series of such questions into the 

process·of finding the ,,which is the best?" Such schedulers do not take the predefined input 

data as an absolute constant. They are allowed to change them within a predefined boundaries 

in order to find an optimal configuration of the manufacturing conditions. 

9.4 Simulation in monitoring of manufacturing processes 

Simulation in general is a means which allows loaking into the future and predicting con

sequences of predefined (scheduled or random) events. The first simulation systems delivered 

results of experiments in fonn of lists and tables, which were later extended through anima-

1ion. Some of these animation modules were designed that \vay, that they could be used with 

any. not necessarily simulation originated output data. Such animation tools connected with 

data collection systems offers very flexible and inexpensive analysis of past manufacturing. A 

controlling system additionally writes out events which can be of interest to external files. 

These can be read by the animation module and movie-similar presentation of the past events 

executed. This kind of animation allows zooming of selected facility areas, repeating \Vith 

various speeds the chosen situations and analyzing interconnections of just realized processes. 

The same tool can he also used for on-line monitoring of the facility status. building an inex

pensive alternative for complicated and costly monitoring system offered by machine and 

control system manufacturers. 

Simulation won in the last years steady growing weight in manufacturing enterprises and 

hecame an integral part of all the parts of manufacturing facility life cycle. The low price of 

the software and hardwan:. together with growing performance and user friendliness of the 

offered system. allowed them to he employed also in small and medium companies. The ac

ceptance is coming slowly. hut this same process could he observed in the past with intro

duction of NC. CNC. CAM/CAM. AGV. MRP and other computer oriented manufacturing 

tools. Today nobody thinks about giving thi.:m up. Conducted studies show that hy the year 

2000 simulation will replacz spreadsheets a:; the analytical tool of choice for sy~tcm analysis. 
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1 O Application Examples 

In thi::: chapter. we want to show some applications where simulation has been successfully 

used. Tlw case studies seldom contain detailed descriptions of the benefits reached using 

simulati,m techniques. The reasons are manifold. When the company "takes the risk" and 

employs simulation for solving a given problem. the same problem seldom has been ap

proached using other methods. In such cases it is difficult to talk about comparisons and name 

the numbers (time, money. man power, environment, flexibility) showing the advantages of a 

simulation based solution. On the other hand. a typical manufacturing system is characterized 

by steady shortage of time and the piles of works which had to be accomplished "yesterday". 

In such environment the simulation team hardly gets enough time to do the "unproductive" 

work and prepare the analysis and comparison of the employed methods. Additionally such 

analyses are often not desirable. It shows the competitors which methods are used and which 

results are obtained, which reduces the advantages gained.~ It is typical, that the companies 

arc talking openly about simulation at the introduction stage. They use external experts. dis

cuss their situation and plans with universities. After the simulation study is completed, 

analyses done and the results implemented. the whole subject vanishes from the external dis

cussion. New installations are purchased direct from the vendor. only real independent con

sultant arc involved, ard all the infom1ation connected with the simulation arc treated as 

classified. 

10.1 Final Assembly Scheduling for Automotive Engine Cooling Units 

A division of a major automobile producer uses simulation tool to bridge the gap between 

existing planning system that provides assembly requirements in weekly buckets. as wdl as 

the operational necessity of meeting daily customer shipping requirements. The di\·ision 

manufactures about 75 different engine cooling unit:::, that arc assembled by a crew of 18 to 

24 assemblers performing serial operations. There are typically I 00 t0 150 different orders in 

a system for given week. Missed shipment can result in assembly plant downtime, incurring 

costs of ahout $100,000 per hour. Minimal amount of finished goods inventory can be hdd. 

so a missed ship date will require the use of premium shipping modes, costing the division as 

much as $I 00,000 per month. 

The simulation schedules arc driven hy the daily-bucketed customer shipping require

ments. The task of scheduling the final assembly area is complicated by the transition of the 

facility form a traditional assembly line layout to a more flexible cellular assembly configu

ration. ·~·he original three assembly lines arc being replaced with 18 assembly cells, leading to 

a lcw! of complexity that requires the computer-aided decision support provided hy simula

tion. 
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The primary objective is to provide scheduling decision support that allows the scheduler 

to produce achievable. capacity constrained schedules that: 

- Meet customer requirements on ship dates: 

- Minimize final assembly inventory levels: 

- Maximize final assembly throughput. 

WU1Cl.Y 
•lQ\.UOtl!'tn 

""·ll.U.SDcllT 
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Fig.8 

A simulation based scheduling system was de\·doped to provide a sequence for each final 

assembly resource (cdl or assembly linl!). The sequencing logic of the system e\'aluates the 

trade-offs between due date performance and changeover costs (as measured by the time re

quired to make changeovers). The system captures all key constraints on assembly activities 

to ensure that fi:asibility schedules arc produced. Final assembly schedules arl! produced with 

a <'Ile day (4 shift) horizon and a fuil week horizon for distrihution to thl.." shop floor. Reports 

of component part requirements for departments that supply final assemhly arc generated hy 

the system as well. 

Anticipated benefits from implementing a simulation based planning system include: 

- Improved performance to customer ship date; 

- Reduction in finished goods inventories; 

- Improved comm11nicatio11 bl.."twcen Manufacturing and Production Control: 

- Added visibility, via simulation's "what if capahility, of the impact of alternative 

scheduling decisions. 
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·111e final assembly schedule is run through a Bill of Materials explosion that pro' ides a 

report of the components' parts (motors. screws, etc.) that are required to support the final as

sembly schedule. These requirements are automatically cross referenced against component 

inventory level to lag orders that cannon be run due to unavailalJility of component parts. The 

scheduler can then modi(v the FACTOR orders accordingly and re-run the should to ensure 

feasibility. 

10.2 Printed Circuit Board Planning and Scheduling 

The Circuit Center Inc. implemented the simulation based scheduling system in order to 

set realistic, achievable order due dates as well as to analyze the impact of premium order ac

ceptance. Furthermore, the project allowed more effective management of order releases to 

the shop and provided detailed production schedules that were capacity constrained and co

ordinated to improve due date pcrfonnancc. 

The manufacturer provided express services to customers by using a "launch and expedite" 

operating strategy. As demand grew and capacity remained relatively fixed, it became clear 

that improved planning and scheduling methods were required. The sales force was finding it 

increasingly difficult to assess the impact of acceptin~ premium ("hot") orders. Production 

Control had little or no visibility of the efti:cts of upstream sequencing decisions on down

stream finishing operations. including the shipping of completed orders. 

The facility operates mainly as a make-to-order shop with a small number of repeat de

signs. with sufficient flexibility to generate new routings as orders arc accepted. The material 

flow overview is showed in Fig. 9 

l"he facility consists of ahout 15 departments. The complexity of the boards typically 

manufactured at this facility ranges from to I 0 to 10 operations. Almost all design work is 

done by the customer and supplied along with the order. 

There arc typically 250 open order:> a! any time for quantities ranging from I to 50 hoards. 

The average order size is twenty hoards. Average order delivery time is 5 days, but one or 

two day service is availahlc at premium rates. 

The simulation (scheduling) study was aimed at: 

- Visualize the effects of accepting premium orders 

- Predict order completion times for sett inµ promise dates 

- Prodllcc achievable manufacturing schedules that improve performance to due date 
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Fig. 9 

The scheduling system was implemented in two steps. 

First step included high-level facility model develcped for sales analysis of premium or

ders impact and estimation of completion date. The mode could be also used as tool for: 

- Analyzing of decisions to be taken at key points, 

- Generating a gross level production schedules to ;fefine the launching of new orders. 

The initial model was designed as a stand alone solution, without connection with the 

other clements of the manufacturing system: Development and Procurement. 

The second step led to build a more complex production model. This provided detailed 

workstation level schedules and was connected with work-in-process tracking, order entry 

and other systems developed and integrated during the first step of the scheduling system de

sign. 

10.3 Short term capacity planning in a paper plant 

One of the major producer of paper products manufacturer suffered from a lack of plan

ning and communication as a result of geographically distrihuted yet interdependent apera-
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lions. The manufacturer is divided among three facilities. or mills separated by as much as 

l 60 km. Each of the thret! mills has unique production capabilities n.-quired by orders origi

nating at another mill. The company produces several product lines. each with a variety of 

spt.>eific products. ·1ne company is largely "make-to-order". with some "make-to-stock" to 

shorten lead times during high seasonal den.J.11J_ 

An order begins with a base paper which is coated. embossed. topcoated or printed. anJ 

the sheeted or slit. Orde-r sizes vary from only a few hundred meters to tens of thousands of 

meters. An order requires only a few hours of machine time. but has a lead time of two to four 

weeks. There are I 00 to 1500 orders in the system at any time. 

Because of the physical separations. each facility had fatle warning of what demand other 

facilities had for its resources. This lack of visibility often resulted in the need for overtime 

or premium labor. The typical response W3S to carry work-in-process inventory to shorten the 

apparent lead time for a product, making it easier to satisfy the customer due date. 

To solve these problems arousing in the company a scheduling system should be devel-

o~d and implemented which was aimed at: 

- Improving on-time deli,·cry. 

- Limiting \\'Ork-in-process inventories. 

- lkducing premium lahor. 

The employed system (FACTOR) perfom1ed short-term capacity planning. It captures the 

constrains of three mills, illustrating the effects a decision at one mill has on the other two 

mills and on the company as a whole. A report from FACTOR showing the expected utiliza

tion for each work center is also available helping to identify potential capacity probleMs. 

The FACTOR scheduling system produces a schedule for each workcenter in the thr~e 

facilities. The schedules show only start and end dates for each order in the system: to en

courage "n.:al-time" sequencing. no times arc listed. The scheduling personnel in each facility 

an: responsible for providing feedback to a central FACTOR analyst who incorporates their 

decision in the FACTOR model. Through this process, the demand across facilities is com

municated and priorities and responses arc negotiated. Scheduler is integrated with an MRP 

system which rrovides production routings, new orders and in-process order status. FACTOR 

sd1l·dulcs arc distributed to the shop floor and arc useJ as a list of jobs which must be com

pleted each day. Within a department. however. the supervisor has llexibility to sequence the 

order as necessary. providing the day's demand is sat is tied. 

Through implementing of simulation based scheduler the following benefits were gained: 

- Be• icr performance to due date. resulting in improved customer satisfaction. 

- Improved communication among the mills, reducing the need to expedite late orders 

and requiring less premium labor. 
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- Visibility of the impact of work-in-process inventory levels on due date perfonnance 

and utiliz1tion_ Reducing inventory results in lower carrying costs and shorter lead 

times. 

- Day to day shift of operational focus from "local optimums" to more global. company 

wide objectives. 

- Increased discipline regarding management of capacity. \\ithout the loss of flexibility 

needed to respond to changes in the production environment. 

- Added visibility and communication which help to keep "hot" orders from getting 

- overlooked. 

10.4 Analysis of Robotic Palletizing Alternatives 

A customer, being one of the major consumer products manufacturers, needed to choose a 

robotic palletizing system for one of their warehouses. The required ~ystem is presented in 

the Fig. JO_ 
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Cases or the product enter the warehouse on a conveyor. lJp to twelve d1flcrent products 

may he pn.:sent on the conveyor at any one time. The cases arc spaced out evenly hy the me

tering hdt and then arc palletized hy the operator at the appropriate pallet cdl. If space is not 

availahlc al the required storage spur. the case will circle around on the conveying loop for 

another attempt. Once a pallet has hecn filled completely. it is either conveyed automatically 

from the cell or n:movcd hy fork list truck and taken to storage. 

I 
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The system was required to handle a recent increase in production while meeting cost 

guidelines. The company management arrives at three alternative configurations. from three 

diff~rent robot ,·endors. and chose simulation to help decide among the systems. 

The p..:rfom1ed study had three main objectives: 

- E ,-aluating the ability of each system to service the design load condition 

- lising the model to fine tuning several of the system parameters 

- lktermining the material handling limits of each design. 

The SLAM II model showed that configuration \\ith three robots and one human operator 

would lll\."Ct both production and cost requirements. A cost ceiling dictated that one human 

operator be used along with three robots instead of implementing a four robot system. 

The model was also successful in fine-tuning system parameters such a robot cycle times, 

palletizing strategies, and case diversion logic. Because of the initial success of the model, it 

was used for forthcr analysis of the system parameters and logic. 

10.5 Total capacity management using simulation at Pratt & Whitney 

In ;i project at Pratt & Whitney. a compressor blade manufacturing area which makes more 

than 50 parts was scheduled using simulation system. The area consists of a cropper, 6 ex

truder lines. 9 forge lines. 7 broachers and other stations that perform intermediate operations. 

such as machining. heat treat. and surface finishing. Material handling and storage is ac

complished through integrated AS/RS and AGV systems. Altogether. the process includes 15 

operations. with a manufacturing lead time of 8 to 12 \..-eeks. 

The hroach is the hottlcncck operation: its setup takes from I day to 2 weeks and is a key 

consideration in production planning. Lots for the hroach arc typically sized at I 0.000; 

whereas ll)ts for the extrude and forge operations typically run arounc' 2.000 to 2,500. The 

smaller lot sizes arc designed to reduce inventory le\·cls, while insuring the bottleneck opera

tion has materials when needed. 

The ohjectivc of the scheduling project were: 

- Automation of routine scheduling decisions: 

- "\\'hat it'' capahilities to evaluate scheduling decision alten1<1ti\·cs: 

Extmd the scheduling horizon for manufacturing support organizations. tooling in 

particula:-: 

- Provide a capacity to evaluate reacti~ms to unplanned events: 

- Provide a single coordinated schedule of all departments. 

Tooling was one of the manufacturing areas largi:st problems. Even though large tool in

ventory was carried. tool related production i11terrupts (wrong tools on hand) were expcri-
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enccd. Part of the long-range strategy is to provide sufficient forward visibility in the pro

duction scht.-dule to support tool planning and scheduling. Purch~ed and fabricated tooling 

have lead times rangin~ from one week (expedited) to 6 months. In addition. forw·.ml visibili

ty could benefit material purchasing since titanium stock lead time is about 16 weeks. 

The blade area scheduling strategy used a combination of manual and computer-based 

step. Each quarter. a schedule is manually developed for the broach, based on orders form the 

corporate MRP system. The plan horizon is 18 months. and accounts for part sequences and 

setups. From this, 18 month cropper release schedule is manuall~· prepared, using appropriate 

set hack. 

The simulation based scheduling system is used to develop a 30 day schedule for the re

maining operations. Scheduling for the two forge and two exuude operations required the 

consideration of a large number of capacity and operation constraints, and involved logic re

lations to intelligently sequence operation and plan changeovers. 

The 30 day schedule is regenerated daily. using current status information from a ClM 

data base. Production Control reviews the schedule to ensure tool a\•ailability and makes 

changes as appropriate. The schedule is then reviewed at the daily production meeting where 

forther revisions may be made. Once accepted. the schedule is released to the production 

floor. Further adjustments arc made manually. Simulation based scheduling system incorpo

rates these decisions in the next run. The 30 day schedule prn\·ides infonnation to expedite 

needed tools within the 30 day wind..Jw. 

The next step is to expand the model-hased 30 day schedule into the Disk Manufacturing 

and Experimental Blade area and work out a generator f(lr 18 month hroad schedule. 

10.6 Validation of Assembly Plan Design 

The automobile manufacturer was preparing to retool one of its ass~mbly plants for a new 

type of car. Design engineers were preparing bid packages for equipment vendors and needed 

to validate the proposed assembly conveyor system. 

The simulation study addressed three specilic questions: 

- Can the proposed conveyor systems support the production ohjectives? 

- ( 'ould any excess com·eyor capacity he eliminated? 

- \Vhat production rates were required for key assemhly operations to meet production 

ohjcc~ives? 

Thc simulation model identified that. in order to meet the goal of 72 jobs per hour. part of 

the convcyor S)"•tcm would nced to he increased. These increases WL'rc necessary to cove:- op-
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crations during breakd0\\1lS. The moJel also showed that o•lie-r accumulation buffers were 

over-designed to cover operations breakdowns. 

The simulation model showed that modifications to a proposed conveyor system for a re

designed body shop were required to meet the shop's' target production goal. the analysis also 

identified an excess number of carriers in the system. By eliminating these carriers alone ap

proximately $225.000 could be saved. 

10.7 Analysis of semiconductor wafer fabrication facility 

Simulation has been used to soh·e problems in a large semiconductor wafer fabrication 

facility. Due to the high level of complexity in the manufacturing process, an accurate method 

did not exist to identify capacity constrains in advance to their occurrence. Also, when bottle

necks occurred there was no method of accurately analyzing the problem and identifying the 

most cost effoctive solution. Many times, very expensive equipment (>$1,000,000) would be 

purchased to solve a capacity problem. Because the proper tools were not available to prop

erly analyze the cause of the problem, decisicms were made on very limited information. 

Many times. ti1e equipment that was purchased would not solve the problem. 

To soh·e these problems a simulation tool was implemented. It provides a productive way 

to analyze the \"arious areas within the wafer fabrication facility. With the use of it. product

ion personnel can now: 

- Predict production performance relative t<' expected demands; 

- Test the results of decisions (i.e. equipment purchase) before committing capital and 

resources. 

With the help of simulation. highly accurate. complex production flow analysis is com

pleted in a math.:r of minutes. boulcnccks arc idl!ntificd and "what if' analysis is performed to 

identify the most cost effective solution. 

The simulation tool implementation has pro,·ided the manufacturer the visibility and ac

curacy to make heller decisions involving capacity planning and short interval scheduling and 

sequenciilg. Large cost saving have hcen realized du!! to th!! cost avoidance of !>:!Vera) very 

cxpl!nsivl! piecl!s of equipment. Several hottlcrn:~·ks wen· minimii'..cd due to th!! ahility to: 

- Identify pntential prohlcms in advancl! and 

- Test the rl!sult of a proposl!d solution hcli1rl! c,.,;1mitting cari!al and resources. 

The implementation of simulation tool has resulted in: 

- I nrrcascd product ion throughput 

- lkcn:ascd capital ex;ienditurcs 

- lmprO\·ed resource utili1.ation 
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Simulation is being used to help a iarge semiconductor manufacturer reduce costs by pro

viding the ability to identify capacity constraints and tes~ proposed solutions before commit

ting capital and resources. Simulation model has been iiltegrated to Consilium's COMETS to 

pj"()vide on-ciemand analysis. The model i~ currently being extended to provide daily produc

tion schedules. 

10.8 Consolidating production sites of Fortune 500 company 

A Fortune 500 manufacturer wanted to consolidate production from multiple sites into one 

optimized facility. The existing sites processed 300 different product types, each in various 

packaging configurations. Major consolidation issues revolved aro•md feasibility design and 

scheduling questions. Could all the products be run on this same site? Which packaging lines 

could be configured to run from which processing operations? Could lints be staffed to sat

isfy demand without building up excessive inventories? To address these issues the company, 

together with a consulting partner built ,.Extend+Manufacturing" based models incorporating: 

- Hierarchical submodels which could be connected in various configurations to evaluate 

total operations. This approach allowed the modelers to quickly explore alternative configu-
~ 

rations at the system level without having to access the lower level details. 

- Control logic that detcm1ined material movement after querying the database of materials 

and equipment information. Specific aspects of a product (such a moisture content) of equip

ment (such as tank cleaning time) were integral to how the product would be run. 

- A custom build scheduling module for quick preparation of sequ('nces of product runs. 

This provided a means to apply heuristic which sorted and arranged the product runs to sat

isfy demand, minimize changeovers. and achieve smooth loading across weeks. The data for 

the schedule was read from an Excel file and was used to drive the simulation. Separate 

schedules determined crewing levels and calculated utili7.ation, idle time and o\·ertime. 

F.•t~nd+M•nubcturing: Produdion f•<ilitiPs Consol:d•tion 

:".arr •r C' ·"' tW\lr n,.,..,.i.w.·, ,,,,r 

Sour.:c S111111l.U1on l))n.uni\'.s. Inc JN 

Fig 11 
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Apart from promoting confidence in the consolidation strategy. the simulations determined 

the: optimum bufi'cr size between processing and packaging for each production line and 

com·inced the company that the crewing schedules envisioned prior to the simulation study 

were unrealistic. In addition. the company avoided unnecessary and overly expensive pro

duction line changes. For example. the models were used to determine a better layout after 

one configuration was shO\\TI to cause severe long-term quality problems requiring a S4 mil

lion retrofit. 

Based on the success of this project. modelers at the ccilsolidated plant are now also 

modeling supply operations and the company has adapted the model for use in other plants 

worldwide. Scheduling portion of the model continues to be used for crewing allocations for 

this and similar operations. The ,.Extend" graphical user interface allows modified models to 

be used for training crew in the production and packaging areas. 

11 Simulation for developing countries 

Developing countries posses the international majority in human and n~tural resources. 

For various reasons their economies rely mostly on selling raw materials and importing in

dustrial good. The changes in demand/supply trade-off resulting from growing inventories, 

application of substitutive materials. new material saving processing tc:chniques, and the 

emerging of new ~Jpplicrs cause a steady decrease in capital earned. At the same time ex

penditures connected with growing needs and increasing prices for industrial products bring 

about substantial expansion of expenditures. To stop this development some steps into ex

tending local manufacturing capacities have to be done. It would add value to the exported 

domestic products and cul down import quotas. Additionally, a trend to wider openness of 

international markets offers new \!merging economies many chances. They have. even if it is 

not visible at the first glance. a lot of advantages. 

- The natural resources. which presently are exported, arc available and cheaper than in 

other countries. 

- The domestic demand for industrial products is steady growing, 

- The labor costs are usually lower then in developed countries. 

- The education level is usually high enough to set and run various enterprises. 

These advantages arc! also recognized by international companies. that arc likely to coop

erate with the local enterprises and authorities to utilize the existing potential. Such partner

ships hring necessary means like capital. iechnolo~y. mac11inery. organization. cxp,·riencc. 

distribution channels. etc. But the pr\.scnce of multina:ional companies hrings not only oppor

tunities. They also hring competition. Local companies. if they want to stay on the surface 
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have to cope not only with the new products but also with the new economical conditions 

created by the opening of the market. They have to: 

- Produce in short series. 

- Manufacture a wide \·ariety of product types and \'ariants. 

- Produce \\ith short lead and delivery times. 

- Oller lower prices than the large series manufacturers, 

- Flexibly extend and reduce manufacturing capacities in accordance \\ith the market 

situation. 

- Flexibly extend the product palette 

- Take additional order and carry them out within a reasonable time and price frame. 

'lbe best will be rewarded not only by domestic sales. but also by delivering to the world 

markets. 

In addition to the above listed advantages that the new emerging economies have, they can 

also make use of each others very valuable assets. They can learn from the mistakes made 

over time in other countries and companies. They do not have to go through loop of se

quences - .. build, try. fail. analyze··. They can just pick up the simplest and most effective 

way worked out and employed all over the world. To find new ways, simulation can be em

ployed. The last )·cars have brought a huge advance in this area. New high sophisticated 

hardware and software platforms and tool have been developed and disseminated. What is 

still to be done? Appropriate tools han: to be selected. the necessary training conducted and 

the created capabilities employed. This process should be supported by institutions and or

ganizations taking care of overall country development programs. It includes government 

sponsored chambers. professional societies. universities, research centers. and others together 

with and international organizations like lJNIDO. UNDP. or World Bank. 

In the next few yc;ars simulation is expected to he omnipotent in almost e\'e'1· process 

and development, saving time, money and resourC('S. This insemination should take 

place not only in world ~iants like General Motors, Ford, IBM or Siemens hut also in 

small ;md middle size enterprb·c all o\'er the worlo as a planning, monit()ring, control

linJ! ;and optimizing tool. 
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